Symptoms of Sub Acute Heavy Metal Toxicity
What are the consequences of heavy metals on our organism?
Heavy Metals can directly or indirectly cause, contribute to, or make worse, nearly every disease
or illness we know. If you are heavy metal toxic and don’t take any medical treatment you may
now receiving for any existing health problem may not be as successful as it could be. Thus, if
you want your efforts at dealing with any existing health conditions related to chronic metal
poisoning to be more successful and want to achieve an optimal state of health; you will need to
make effort to safely eliminate heavy metals from your body.
The overproduction of free radicals is the major reason for all degenerative diseases!

MAJOR SOURCES OF FREE RADICALS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Exposure to heavy metals such as: mercury from dental fillings, vaccines, incinerators,
coal driven power plants, fish, food, etc, lead, cadmium, arsenic
Antibiotic
Vaccines
Chronic inflammation
Excess of stored iron
Ultra-violet light from sunlight, tanning booths, etc
Air pollution
Chemicals such as organic solvents, pesticides and drugs
Negative emotional stress

Free radicals or oxidation leads to a loss of electrons which leads to a loss of protons.
Consequently our blood becomes more alkaline (loss of protons) and the urine pH (concentration
of protons) becomes acid. The protons are eliminated out of the body through the urine.
To a certain extent the body’s elimination system is able to get rid of these excess of protons;
nonetheless a slowly accumulation of protons into the connective tissue and finally an absorption

into the cell (intra-cellular) occurs. Once the proton has entered the cell and in order to maintain
electrical balance, (intra-cellular) potassium and magnesium will be excreted and washed out
with the urine.
Finally an overall body (tissue) acidification takes place. In an acid environment all metabolic
and digestive processes are slowed down, kidney function is diminished, and all enzyme activity
is also decreased. Finally, an acid environment sets the perfect terrain for chronic inflammation,
a major source of free radical production, and the vicious cycle is completed.
Heavy Metal Toxicity and their influence on our body chemistry
Heavy Metals like cadmium, lead, mercury, nickel and more are so pervasive in our society
today. There is no longer a question of whether or not we are toxic, but rather what our level of
toxicity is.
In the human system, the bivalent metals are engaged in a continuous fight against one another,
e.g. copper against zinc, magnesium against calcium, which results in the replacement of the
"lighter" element by the "heavier" one in terms of their atomic masses. Replacement reactions,
also called fight for the site, occur when heavy metals grab the biological spaces that should be
filled by necessary minerals.
Just as carbon monoxide replaces essential oxygen, other elements and compounds cause their
toxic effect by replacing chemicals essential to the body functions. Within a group, for example
group 2 in the periodic table of elements (2 refers to the number of extra electron) there is zinc
(Zn), cadmium (Cd), and mercury (Hg), in order of increasing atomic weight (65, 112 and 200
respectively). Zinc in its ionic form, Zn2+, is necessary for proper body function, although an
excess is toxic. Cadmium, found in paints, cigarettes, tires, and brakes, is toxic. Mercury, found
in amalgam fillings, paints, and some industrial processes, has no known use in the body and is
even more poisonous.
Since cadmium and mercury, in their more soluble ionized or salt forms, will attempt to
participate in the same biochemical reactions as zinc, their presence will prevent the zinc
reacting and performing its functions in the body. This is like a 65 pound person (zinc)
competing unsuccessfully with 112 pound (cadmium) and 200 pound (mercury) people in a
game of musical chairs. As a result, mercury leaching into the body from silver-mercury
amalgam fillings will cause symptoms of zinc deficiency such as fatigue, PMS, thyroid problem,
loss of smell and taste, macular degeneration, prostate enlargement, rheumatoid arthritis,
sterility, immune suppression, etc., even if there is plenty of zinc available.
Other symptoms caused by mineral deficiency and displacement by a heavy metal. (Hg, Cd,
Pb,) include:
Magnesium - Irregular heartbeat, osteoporosis, receding gums, etc
Iron - Anaemia
Copper - Anaemia, Thyroid dysfunction, impaired digestion, scoliosis
Zinc - Anorexia nervosa, loss of taste, low libido, PMS, etc
Iodine - Thyroid dysfunction

Symptoms related to heavy metals:

Allergies And/Or Overburdened Immune System:
Heavy metals - especially mercury - are highly toxic, killing the friendly bacteria in our guts.
Friendly bacteria are responsible for a beneficial gut flora and the internal mucosa which protects
the gut from toxins or allergens. Therefore, a compromised gut opens the door to all kind of
toxins and allergens, which, in turn overburdens the immune-system and leads finally to all kind
of allergies.

Autoimmune Disease:
Heavy metals eventually bind to body proteins. The immune system recognizes these proteins as
a foreign and attacks them, leading to so-called autoimmune disorders.

Skin Problems:
All skin problems originate in the intestine which has been damaged by toxins (heavy metals),
non-nutritious, processed and refined foods, anti-biotic use and stress.

High Cholesterol- Cardiovascular Disease:
A rise in cholesterol typically accompanies the inflammatory response and it serves to protect the
nerve and brain against exposure to fat-soluble toxins and heavy metals. Studies show that when
decreasing the cholesterol level with medication there is a corresponding rise in all cause
mortality, which includes a higher risk in cancer, mini-strokes and suicide.

Depletion of the Immune System and Cancer:
Heavy metals increase the production of free radicals and oxidative stress leading to tissue
acidification. All Cancer cells thrive in an acid environment!
Having a constant inflammatory response to heavy metals (fight or flight reaction) the cancer
killing immune system becomes depleted. When this happens cancer cells proliferate.

Chronic Pain:
Heavy metals create an over-production of free radicals (rust), leading to chronic
inflammation(pain). Chronic inflammation generates a further overproduction of free radicals. In
order to stop this vicious circle, heavy metals must be eliminated first.

Digestive Problems:
Heavy metals combine with bile from the gallbladder and cause it to become more alkaline,
providing a favorable environment for parasites and bacteria. The immune system is suppressed
by heavy metals - thus parasites and bacteria find an opportunistic environment.
The parasites plug up the hepatic or bile duct so that needed digestive enzymes are not released.

Hormone Problems:
With a blocked gallbladder, good oils are not processed. Without enough oils, hormone
production is affected.

Chronic Fatigue:
Adrenal glands can weaken and burn out as they are trying to self regulate the compromising
effects of heavy metals. This leads to fatigue, as the adrenal glands put out adrenaline, the energy
hormone.
Heavy metals bind to oxygen and hemoglobin in blood, lowering blood and tissue oxygen,
causing lack of energy and cancer development. Cancer thrives on low-oxygen environment.

Alzheimer, MS, ALS, Autistic Spectrum Disorder, Parkinson's:

All heavy metals are neurotoxic, increasing the free radical production a million fold and
destroying the nervous tissue.

Weight gain:
In order to dilute toxins (heavy metals) the body retains water and fats in the adipose tissue.

Thyroid problems:
Heavy metals replace essential minerals, also called “the fight for the site”. The heavy metals
grab the biological spaces which should be filled by necessary minerals instead.
Since essential copper and iodine ions are not being absorbed the thyroid function becomes
compromised.

Low libido, PMS, Impotence, Prostate Problems:
Heavy metals lower (replace) zinc levels which are necessary for the proper levels of
progesterone and testosterone.

Depression:
Heavy metals inhibit the effects of certain neuro-transmitters:
•
•
•
•

Dopamine: Well being, controls pain
Serotonin: Well being, relaxation, sleep
Adrenaline: energy and stamina
Melatonin: Sleep Cycles

Diabetes:
Heavy metals - in particular mercury - sets the perfect terrain for the overgrowth of yeast and
fungus (candida). Metabolic waste released from fungus, called mycotoxins, inhibits the
absorption of insulin, thus creating diabetes. By decreasing the sugar intake, the yeast and fungus
proliferation will decrease; but it will not solve the real cause, which are heavy metals.
Other diseases are: Crohn's Disease, Kidney Disease, Liver Disorder, Lupus, Reproductive
Disorders Questionnaire:

A) Psychologique, physical and behavior problems
•
•
•
•
•
•

Chronic fatigue
Tired in the morning upon waking
Excessive sleeping
Hypoglycemic (with unexplained energy bursts)
Muscular weakness
Seasonal depression

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Memory loss
Irritability
Difficulty to concentrate
Nightmares
Sleep disorders, Trouble falling asleep, waking too early
Suicidal tendencies
Difficulty in making decisions

B) Central nerve system
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Dizziness
Loss of muscle control in the hand sometimes in the feet
Loss of muscle co-ordination
Muscle paralysis
Vision gets more and more limited or troubled
Tinnitus
Shacking hands or arms
Loss of hearing
Muscle spasms

C) Immune System
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Frequent colds
Allergies
Asthma
Sinusitis
Multiple Sclerosis
Hodgkin disease
Leukemia
Auto immune disorders
Diagnosed with cytomegalovirus, herpes, Epstein Barr

D) Endocrine System
•
•
•
•
•
•

Tendency to diabetes
Renal stones
Thyroid dysfunction
Low sex drive
Muscle wasting
Cold hands and feet

E) Cardio-vascular system
•
•
•
•

High blood pressure
Tachycardia
Pain in the heart region/angina
Low blood pressure

•

Loss of cardiac rhythm

F) Intestine
•
•
•
•
•
•

Intestinal spasms (alternates from diarrhea to constipation)
Irritable Bowel Syndrome
Stomach pains
Stomach ulcers
Diverticulitis
Colitis

G) Skin problems
•
•
•
•

Dry skin
Rashes
Eczema
Itchy skin

H) Oral problems
•
•
•
•
•
•

Metallic taste in mouth
Bleeding gums
Periodontal disease
Bad breath
Charged tongue
Formation of calculus
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